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Previously featured artists include:

CONGO NATTY
MAD PROFESSOR
GENERAL LEVY
DEMOLITION MAN
KLASHNEKOFF
NANCI & PHOEBE
DJ SNUFF
GRANVILLE SESSIONS
ONLYJOE
2 NICE
HYLU & JAGO
LIONPULSE SOUND

“Music is my
occupation
Good for
meditation
Great for
inspiration!”
T

–King Sporty

he needle drops onto the vinyl and the record begins to spin. The sound of drums
and the ghost of a voice echoes over the crowd. Everything stops for a split
second, before the bass kicks in and the vibrations have their irresistible effect...

In a time where music has become homogenised and sold as a cheap commodity,
people are seeking a culture they can truly connect with, music with a strong
identity, with Roots. INI stands for Hip-Hop, Reggae and Jungle, and all that falls
in-between. Many rhythms from one ancient beat.
As more and more youths begin to recognise the history of contemporary urban
music, INI events seek to bring diverse peoples together to enjoy both live music
performed by outstanding musicians, and records played by seasoned sound
system selectors.
Catering to lovers of Roots and Bass music, we employ well-known acts as spearheads
alongside new bands, producers and MCs, presenting an innovative and powerful
combination of up and coming music alongside Legends of the scene.
Our events deliver a positive atmosphere and unsurpassed sound quality, powered
by King Tubby's Hi-Fi, a sound system whose Roots can be traced back to the great
Osbourne Ruddock himself. Tubby’s know how to tailor their sound to get the best
out of any venue, inside or out.
This is just the beginning. An ever-expanding family, Trinity invite all lovers of
conscious music to witness the rise of a movement rooted in the message INI and
Trinity stand by: Word + Sound = Power
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Contact Trinity–
Jean-Claude Charnier
Office–
02086921372
Mobile–
07977093993
jc@trinity-london.com
Address–
1st floor, Unit 2
Greenwich Quay
Clarence Road
London, SE8 3EY

Check us out OnlinE–
https://www.facebook.com/TrinityBrixton
https://www.twitter.com/TrinityBRX
http://www.flickr.com/people/trinitybrixton/
http://soundcloud.com/trinitybrixton
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